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ClustNails: Visual Analysis of Subspace Clusters*
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Abstract: Subspace clustering addresses an important problem in clustering multi-dimensional data. In sparse

multi-dimensional data, many dimensions are irrelevant and obscure the cluster boundaries. Subspace clustering
helps by mining the clusters present in only locally relevant subsets of dimensions. However, understanding the
result of subspace clustering by analysts is not trivial. In addition to the grouping information, relevant sets of
dimensions and overlaps between groups, both in terms of dimensions and records, need to be analyzed. We
introduce a visual subspace cluster analysis system called ClustNails. It integrates several novel visualization
techniques with various user interaction facilities to support navigating and interpreting the result of subspace
clustering. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed system by applying it to the analysis of real world
data and comparing it with existing visual subspace cluster analysis systems.
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Introduction
Clustering i s one of the most prominent techniques
used to analyze large and complex data sets, and
visualization is often helpful in understanding the
output of a given clustering method. A clustering
algorithm assesses the relationships among objects of
a data set by organizing objects into clusters, such that
objects within a cluster are similar to each other but
dissimilar from objects in other clusters. Clustering
has a wide range of application in areas such as
business intelligence, pattern recognition, image or
document analysis, and bioinformatics. With the fast
development of modern technologies, vast amounts
of high-dimensional data are generated. This poses
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new challenges for clustering that require specialized
solutions. In multi-dimensional spaces it is likely
that given any pair of points, there exist at least a
few dimensions on which the points are far apart.
Traditional clustering methods tend to break down
because of this inherent sparsity of the points. To
gain the full potential from high-dimensional data,
many approaches have been proposed in the past to
tackle the high-dimensionality problem. Among those
approaches subspace clustering is one of the most
actively researched areas, with many algorithms being
proposedf'I.
In multi-dimensional data, clusters exist often only
in a subset of the dimensions. Figure I illustrates
the concept of a subspace cluster - given three
dimensions X, Y, and Z, clusters may ex.ist in different
subspaces. For example, the three cuboids highlight
the region of three clusters, each of which exists in
a different set of dimensions: X and Y, X and Z,
and Y and Z. Subspace clustering techniques aim
to find these clusters which might otherwise remain
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an integrated data analysis and visualization tool
for mining patterns in multi-dimensional data using
subspace clustering algorithms, (2) a characterization of
subspace cluster analysis tasks and the resultin g design
space, (3) two novel visualization techniques, Spike
and HeatNail, for analyzing subspace clustering results,
and (4) an appropriate ordering techniques for pattern
extraction.

y

X

Fig. 1 Data projected in several subspaces.

hidden if a traditional clustering algorithm was applied.
Subspace clustering gives for each cluster (1) the
objects belonging to the cluster, and (2) the subset of
dimensions which constitute the cluster. Based on the
type of subspace clustering method, there exist two
forms of output: a partitioning of the data into separate
clusters and clusters allowing for overlapping elements.
Overlap may also exist between the sets of dimensions
constituting the clusters.
Designing effective visualizations to help analyze
the clustering result is not trivial. In addition to the
cluster membership information, the relevant sets of
dimensions and the overlaps of memberships and
dimensions need to be considered. Although a number
of techniques (e.g., Parallel Coordinatesl2•3 ', Scatterplot
Matrices1 4 1, HeatMapsl51, exist for visualizing
traditional clustering results, little research has been
carried out for visualizing subspace clustering results.
There is a need for effective systems which allow
the comparison and analysis of clusters in arbitrary
subspace projections, supporting overview and in-depth
study of the subspace clustering results.
We present ClustNails, a novel visualization system
for mining subspace clusters and analyzing the
results. The system takes multi-dimensional data
as input, and applies a user-selectable subspace
clustering algorithm from a set of algorithms, to
group the objects into clusters. The system displays
the subspace cluster results using two appropriately
designed visual representations -Spikes and HeatNails.
These representations support the interpretation the
result of subspace clustering algorithms by visualizing
characteristics of the clustering results from different
perspectives. Appropriate ordering techniques are
integrated with the visualization to help extracting
meaningful patterns from the clustering results.
The main contributions of this paper are (I)

1 Subspace Clustering
1.1 Subspace clustering algorithms
Given a set of data points in some multi-dimensional
space, a subspace clustering algorithm aims to find
a subset C of data points together with a subset D
of dimensions such that the points in C are closely
clustered in the subspace of dimension D.
The most critical part of subspace clustering is the
subspace generation. Given a d -dimensional space,
there are 2d possible subsets of dimensions. It is
computationally infeasible to examine each possible
subset to find subspaces that have a higher density
than a given threshold. A number of subspace
clustering algorithms with strategies for narrowing
down the search space have been proposect11. 61 and
can be categorized as being bottom-up or top-down
approaches, depending on their mode of operation.
Proclusl71, for example, takes a top-down approach and
extends the traditional k-medoid clustering algorithm.
The k-medoid algorithm starts with an initial partition
and then iteratively assigns objects to medoids,
computes the quality of clustering, and improves the
partition and medoid. Proclus extends k-medoid by
associating medoids with subspaces and improves both
partitions and subspaces iteratively. Proclus takes two
input parameters: the number of clusters k and the
average number of dimensions l.

1.2 Subspace cluster visualization
While a rich body of research has been carried out in
designing subspace clustering algorithms, surprisingly
little attention has been paid to developing visualization
tools to help analyze the clustering result. To our
knowledge, only three subspace cluster visualization
systems exist: VISAf8 1, Heidi Matrix1 9 1, and Ferdosi's
astronomical data subspace clustering system1 10 1.
The VISA system implements both a global view
and an in-depth view (see Fig. 2a) to help interpret
the subspace clustering result. In the global view, the
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J11g. 2 (11) VJSA system181. Left: MDS projection for the
global view of clusters. Right: Matrix of subspace clusters
fnr in-depth view. (b) lleidi Matrix19 1over a subspace.

subspace clusters are projected onto a 2-D display using
a Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) projection. The
MDS projection in VISA provides a good overview
of the clustering results. However, using circles of
differem si1.es in the MDS projection in VISA can be
problematic; the distance between two clusters can be
obscured by the radjus of the circles, and the overlap
between clusters often c.'luses a cluttered display.
Heidi Matrix uses a complex a.rrangement of
subspaces in a matrix representation. This matrix is
based on the computation of the k-Nearest Neighbors
(kNN) in each subspace (see Fig. 2b). Rows and
columns represent the data items, and each entry (i, j)
in the matrix represents the number of subspaces in
wh.ich i and j arc neighbors. A categorical coloring
scheme is used to color the cells according to the
particular combination of subspaces in which two data
items are neighbors. In addition, rows and columns
are ordered according to the output generated by a
clustering algorithm. The biggest advantage of Heidi
Matrix is that it displays the full information of the data
and the subspace clustering result. However, the rather
abstract visual mapping scheme makes interpretation of
the results difficult.
Ferdosi et al. ItO! proposed au algorithm for findi ng
interesting subspaces in astronomical data as well
a:. a visual sy!>tem for displaying the results. The
algorithm identifies candidate subspaces from data and
ranks those by a quality metric based on density
estimation and morphological ope1·ators. The result
subspaces are visualized in different forms: line graphs
for I-dimensional subs paces. 2-D scatter plots for
2-dimensional subspaces, and Principle Component
Analysis (PCA) projections for subspaces wilh higher
dimensionalities (see Fig. 3). Ferdosi's work provides
some interesting insight into subsets of dimensions in
astronomical data with a high density of data objects.
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Fig. 3
Visualization techniques applied in Ferdosi's
workfl 01, Left: l ·D subspace. Middle: 2-D subspace. Right:
Subspace with 3 o•· more dimensions.

However, the algorithm does not assign objects to
subspaces. Hence, the subspace clustering information
is partially missing from both the data mining and the
visualization compared to VISA and Heidi Matrix and
there is no direct way of comparing subspaces.
In all of the above mentjoned visualization systems,
the visuali7.ation of overlapping dimensions and
overlapping clusters is lacking. It is difficult to see
and compare such overlapping information in the visual
representations.

1.3 Task definition for visual subspace cluster
analysis
Subspace cluster visualization remains a challenging
task due to the multiple types of information contained
in subspace clustering results such as subspaces, cluster
membership of objects, and overlap between subspaces
and clusters. To develop effective visualization systems
for subspace cluster analysis, it is necessary to take
into consideration the different tasks that are involved
in ti1e data analysis and use it as a base for exploring
ti1e design space. We identify the following main tasks
an appropriate subspace cluster visualization technique
needs to address.
Reveal properties of individual clusters How
many records does the cluster contain? How many
dimensions are involved, and at which weights? And
how are the data values distributed in each of the
contained dimensions?
Cluster comparison How do clusters differ with
respect to contained records and involved dimensions?
ls there overlap between records and dimensions, or are
they distinct?
Quality of the generated cluster output How
good is the clustering quality produced by a given
algorithm? How sensitive is !he output with respect to
parnmeter variations?
We take these task considerations as a baseline for
developing the ClustNai ls system in the next section.
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WI\IIC we hm-e not fonn:tlly evnluated lhe degree to
which Clu tNatl" ruHills each of these criteria, we find
they nrc nt the core or the functionality that CluslNails
offers.

2

The ClustNnils System

ClustNuils is designed us an interactive visualization
tool for subspace clustering analysis. It integrates
u 1H11nhc•· of subspnce clustering algorithms with
novel vi:-~unl representations nnd ordering techniques to
help unalysts generntc subspace clusters from multidimensionnl duta nnd identify interesting patterns from
the visunlination models. We next provide an overview
of the destgn and main functionalities of the system, as
well a u dctmlcd de. cription of the visualization and
ordcnng tcchntCJUCs applied.
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I unlit.allon of clu ters: Spikes view

The Sptl..e~ \-lew 1s n clu ter-oriented view and provides

a m;~tnx or thumbnails. ~ch representing a subspace
cluster. btch clu\tcr i visunlized in a circular area
whtch contain rndial sp1kes. The spikes represent the
tndividunl dimcnsi(>ll~> (the subspace) which define the
given cluster. nnd 'Pike length is scaled according to
the weight {impOrlliiiCC) of II dimension for the cluster
(sec helow lor the definition). TI1e radial dimension
sequence Is idonticnl for each spike. The number of
•·ccords In tho cluNtcr is represented by the area size of
the inner cil•clo.
Subspuce clustering ulgorithms provide as output a
sub~et or dimensions
for euch cluster sck. as well
a... the M!l or insl:lnccs (records) of this cluster Xk. Given
n dimen~•on m withtn the set of dimensions Dt in
n ubspacc clu ..ccr SC.t, we define the weight of that
dtmc:nsion in that clu teras
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2.2 Vi5uuHwtlon components
2.2.1

Clu\tNntl integrnt~ the OpenSubspace library of
Wcka1 11 1 which contnins n mnge of ubspace dustering
nlgonthms ancludtng Chque, Doc, Fires, Proclus,
MmcCius, INSCY, P3c, Schism, Stntpc. and Subclu.
1be system tnkc:. multi-dimen ional data as inpul,
clustc~ the OhJccts using a user-selected subspace
cluMcring algorithm, nnd displays the clustering result
in u multi-view user interface. A number of ordering
functions nllow the nnnlyst to cxumine the results and
compm•c ch•Nicrs fr·om <lil'fcront perspectives. Various
user intcructlons nrc ndclcd to ullow the user to select
clustering n l g~) rithms, pununctcrs, and the order of
the clustering results in the visualization panels. A
linking and brushing function is implemented such lhat
dimen ions/clustcn. of mterest cnn be highlighted in
different views. By placmg the mouse cursor over an
item (record, dimcn~•on, or cluster} in the visualization
panel, the analyst can -.ee detailed infonnatioo of t.he
item in a toohip.
Fi un· .1 tlll"lntft'!; the workflow o;upp0rted hy our
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tool. Figure 4 (lcrt) ~hows thnt the system loads a
d-dtmcn!'linnal data ct as input and a user-defined
cluMcnna algorithm find<; ubspace clusters, where each
cluMer nhl) extst Ill 11 own subset of dimensions.
1-tgure 4 {middle) showb that each cluster is measured in
tem1s of the numbc1 or instances and associated number
of climcnsiuns; this information, together with the
output orthc subspace clustering algorithm is visualized
in n uwhipl!.' vlcw vi 1wali~ation panel which include
a Spike!! view for cluster-centric analysis (top) and a
HcniNuils view fur record-centric analysis (bottom).
Figure 4 (•·ight) shows that the order of clusters,
dimension~>, ond records can be rearranged in each
view for en~y comparison between clusters. Next, we
descritx: the (.hffercnt view and supported ordering
stmtegtt.':-1
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t)nlft Sl>acc
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Workflow of subspace clustcl" nnnlysl~ uslnA I he ClustNnlls sys11•m.
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where
is the center of the points in sck along
the dimension m, .x;'' the value in dimension m of
lhe point x 1 of this cluster and IXk 1. the number
of clements in sck . The smaller
is, the more
compact are the points around the center in dimension
m. This implies that dimensions with smaller weights
have heucr clust.crud points and are defined as more
important for a c luster. We nom,alize tJ1e weights w'f:'
for all dimensions of all c lusters to the interval [0. Il and
map the corresponding values inversely to the length
of the spike. The lower wJ:' (the more important the
dimension), the longer the corresponding spike. Note
the relationship
that owing to our definition of
between weights and importance is inverse, and we
rcrlcctthis by an inverse mapping between weights and
size or the visual auribULe (the spikes). Also note tl1at
in case the given subspace cluster algorithm natively
outputs weights for each dimension, those weights can
nlso be mapped to the spike length.
The visual representation for each subspace cluster
is a circle in the Spikes view. Each spike in a circle
represents a dimension contained in that subspace.
The leng th or the spike represents the weight of
the dimension for that pan iculnr cluster (the longer,
the more important). The order of the dimensions is
identical for each cluster. The inner circles indicate
the number of records within each cluster. Figure 5
illustrates the Spikes view.
The resulting Spikes view ~llows users to quickly
recognize overlapping dimensions by comparing the
spike pauerns o f the different cluste1-s. To support tllis
comparison, a background is divided into pies and
colored alternatively with two colors (gray and light
red). This supports the comparison of tlle spike angles
in two different clusters.
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2.2.2 Visualization of records: HcatNails view
The l-leatNails view is an extended heat map
displaying the data values and dimensions. Rows
represent dimensions, and columns represent d ata items
(records). Each HeatNail cell represents a data value
or a record in one dimension. Data items are grouped
by c lusters. These c lusters nre aligned next to each
other and separated by black lines. Data values are
normalized g lobally and mapped to an appropriate
color scale. A yellow-to-green color scale is used for
dime nsions which are members o f the given cluster,
while a gray scale is used for the remaining dimensjons
per cluster (see Fig. 6 (bouom)). This allows for an
e ffective visual perception or tlle distribution of values
across dimensions, 3Jld the relation between dimensions
and clusters witll respect to their inclusion in the cluster
definiti on.
We also give a summary representation of the values
of the dimensions occurring in the clusters. The
distri bution or dimens ion values of each c luster is
discreti~ed imo a histogram and visualized by color (for
dimensions included) and gmy scales (for dim ensions
not included). This aJiows for easy comparison betwee n
clusters with respect to data values. Figure 6 (Lop)
shows these histogram views. Finally, depending on
the clustering algorithm, it is possible that records
arc members in multiple clusters. We illustrate this
by marking the cluster lOs of multi-cluster members
at the bottom of the display. In addition to the
Spikes view, lhe C lustNails view also allows the
quick recognition of overlapping dimensions across the
clusters by means of the given color and grey-scale
pattems. Both Spikes and ClustNails views incorporate
linking and-brushing functionttlity. Clicking on any set
or dimensions/clusters or interest in one view highlights

Fig. 5 l \vo subspnce clusters visunlizcd as spikes. T he clusters shnrc co mmon dimensions I>Ut the importance of the dimensions
for the cluster s m·e diiTet•cnl. Dimensions #29 and #32 in the lc.fl duster show smaller spikes tlumln the right cluster, as tl1ey arc
cousldcrcd less importnut
the dcllnltlou of that cluster nccordlng to our measure
Fut·thcnn orc, the left cluster has fewer
dimensions and mot·c objects thnn tl1c right cluster.
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Fig. 6 HeatNails visualization. Bottom: showing the d istribution of dimension values for all dimensions (rows) and records
(columns). Top: showing histograms fo1· the values of aU dimensions per cluster for comparison purposes.

the same dimensions/clusters in all other views.
2.3

Ordering heuristics

Ordering is implemented to support perception of
structural similarities in the definition of clusters with
respect to dimensions and value distributions. As
ordering problems for clusters, dimensions, and records
are typically complex NP-complete combinatorial
optimization problems' 12 1, we rely on heuristics to
order dimensions, records, clusters, and values in the
various displays. Our essential idea is to place similar
or closely related objects together to help the analyst
find interesting patterns.
Dimension ordering We compute a frequency
value for each dimension, denoting the number of
subspace clusters that are using this dimension. We
order the Jist of dimensions by this frequency value. The
dimension ordering can be applied to both the Spikes
view and HeatNails view.
Subspace cluster ordering A useful visual
representation of subspace clustering results should
arrange similar subspaces next to each other to reduce
visual search time by the user. We propose an ordering
strategy that is formalized in the fo llowing. Using
the dimension weights defined in Eq. (1), we propose
a measure for the global interestingness 1~ 111 of a

L

k

cluster Sk: l~k = (~k { , where wm is the weight of
dimension m E Dk of sck. and IDkl is the number
of dimensions in this subcluster. We define the global
interestingness of a cluster k as the average of the
weights of the dimensions contained in this subcluster.
This measure is used to determine the first cluster in
the ordering. We then use the subspace cluster distance
employed in the VISA system1 8l to find the most similar
Will

cluster, which is placed next to the initial cluster. This
distance function is a convex sum of subspace distance
and object distance. We continue this placement until
all clusters are placed.
Record ordering Two different types of record
ordering strategies are implemented in HeatNails. One
strategy is to order the records according from min to
max with respect to their values in the dimension which
has the biggest variance, among all dimensions. A
second strategy is to order the records according to the
Euclidian distance across the contained dimensions of
the given subspace, based on a selected starting record.
The starting record, in turn, may either be user selected,
or selected automatically as the record which shows the
largest variance over all dimensions.
Value ordering A value ordering facility is
implemented in the HeatMap view and visible in the
top summary row of the HeatNails view. There, in each
row the distribution of values in a given dimension is
shown. To that end, we sort the values from min to max,
and bin them into a user-selectable number of bins.
In this view the distribution of values per dimension
and cluster is indicated in the form of a color-coded
histogram. The histograms help in understanding the
distribution of data values within each dimension, and
may support finding out why a particular dimension was
selected or not by the clustering algorithm.
2.4

Summary and discussion of ClustNails system
design

ClustNails is an integrated system for visual subspace
cluster analysis. Its design features (1) a number
of subspace clustering algorithms from which the
user can chose and (2) a design of different visual
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representations for the most important aspects of the
output of automatic subspace cluster analysis.
Regarding (I), we provide access to a number
of state-of-the-art algorithms as contained in the
OpenSubspace libraryl 11 1. The list of algorithms is
extensive.
Regarding (2), we composed a visual display of three
aspects. The Spikes view is inspired by radial parallel
coordinates (or star glyph) plots and distinguishes
clusters from each other, in terms of included
dimensions. The radial basis shape in the Spikes view is
visually dominant and allows fast perception of cluster
properties. Sorting of the cluster glyphs by similarity
offloads users (at least partially) from sequential visual
search. The Spikes view is complemented by the
HeatNails view which is a dimension-oriented detail
view that we provide in a coordinated view, below the
cluster glyphs. The HeatNails view is based on the ideas
of heat maps and the pixel-paradigm for showing the
maximum possible information, allocating eventually
only one pixel per record dimension (bottom view) or
histogram bin per cluster dimension (top view). The
overall layout of the three views follows an overviewfirst approach, from the most aggregate view at the top
(the Spikes view of clusters) to the most detailed view
(the HeatNails record view) on bottom. The histogram
view showing the distribution of dimensions per cluster
is located in the middle.
We designed this integrated layout having the
different subspace clustering output parameters in
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mind, and arranged them according to the level of
detail provided. While we believe our system design
is justified from these considerations, we recognize
that other multi-dimensional visualization techniques
do exist which could be alternative views in our
visualization layout. Parallel coordinates in conjunction
with color-coding could be an option. A dedicated
user study, as part of future work, could explore design
alternatives and compare them with each other.

3

Case Studies and Comparison

We apply the ClustNails system to a real world data set,
demonstrating its applicability and illustrating different
types of analysis one can perform with it. Then we
compare it with the state-of-the-att system VISAl81 to
validate the effectiveness of the system and its design.

3.1 Case study: USDA food composition data set
We analyzed the USDA food composition data
set (http://www.ars.usda.gov/), which contains a full
collection of raw and processed foods characterized
by their composition in terms of nutrients. The data
comprises more than 7000 records and 44 dimensions.
We selected Proclus for the clustering task. We set the
number of clusters to 15, and the average number of
dimensions to 8. Figure 7 shows the result generated by
the system.
From Fig. 7 we can see that clusters Cll, Cl2,
Cl3, and Cl4 (highlighted red) all share the same two
dimensions water and calories, although the sizes of
the clusters vary from 4 to 24 records. All the records
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Visualization of the subspace clusters in the USDA food composition data set generated by Proclus.
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share some common features - high water containment
and low calories. To gain more understanding of
the clustering result, one can drill down to each
record by checking the data table or detail-on-demand
information displayed in toollips upon mouse-over
actions. It b; not difficult to lind out that these groups
mostly consist of foods which are commonly regarded
as "healthy". Foods of similar nature, e.g., lima and
mango beans, various types of low-fat dairy products,
and soups are placed in the same groups, which means
the clustering makes good sense.
Using the value ordering function in the HeatNails,
we ca11 further explore the distribution of data vaJues
inside each cluster and look for interesting patterns
(see Fig. 8). We note that most of the data values in
the dimensions not selected by Proclus have relatively
large variance. This is not surprising as subspace
clustering algorithms are typically designed to reduce
the sparsity of data by discarding dimensions that have
big variances.
Taking a look at how the same two dimensions are
distributed along the other clusters in the sorted view,
it is not difficult to identify clusters, like C 10, which
have similar trends over the two dimensions but have
stronger patterns in other dimensions (exceptionally
low values for both total lipids and proteins, discussed
later), thus the two dimensions are not selected to
characterize the cluster. These types of information are
not only useful in helping to understand the cluster

analysis result. but also add more transparency to t11e
data mining algorithms which are usually hidden from
the user in black boxes. From a closer inspection we can
identify a cluster which also shares the two dirnensjons,
but with an inverse trend, that is, low water containment
and high calories (C6). The detailed information reveals
that this cluster represents a whole set of different
candies (probably not the most recommendable food for
a diet).
Another interesting cluster is CJO which is
characterized by an exceptionally low value for
both total lipids and proteins. All the other records,
excluding the ones in C I, have either consistently
high values or higher variances in one of these two
dimensions. They represent various kinds of beverages
such as alcoholic beverages, teas, and fru it-based
toppings. C I is characterized by the same trend but it
forms a different cluster with exceptionally low values
for other nutrients like various kinds of fats and vitamin
B 12. A lithe foods in C I are again beverages.
Comparing C l 0 to C I, one can no lice that C I 0 has,
in fact, a very similar distribution of values in t11e
dimensions that are included in C2. This is a clear
example in which the output of the algorithm is not
optimal and a merge of these two would make sense.

3.2 Comparison with VISA
Figure 9 shows the visualization of the same subspace
clusters (same data set, same clustering result) as used

Fig. 8 Sorted view (Value orderi ng function applied).

Fig. 9 Vlsunllznlion oft he subspace clusters discussed in the VISAI~l frmnewoJ·k discussed In Subsectiou3.2. Cluster view (left),
record view (right).
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for our above case study in V1SAI81. As we can see,
the 15 clusters are projected to the 2-D space as MDSbased scatter plots in the cluster view (left screenshot
in Fig. 9). Each cluster is represented by a circle
scaled according to cluster size. The record-centric
view shows the result as a heatmap (right screenshot
in Fig. 9), where rows represent records and columns
represent dimensions. D.ifferent color codes are used
in the heatmap: black for unselected dimensions,
brightness for interestingness, and hue for data values.
We recognize the following benefits in the ClustNai ls
design regarding VISA.
Overlap Circles of different sizes in the VISA
MDS projection can cause occlusion problems and end
up with over-cluttered displays. For example, only 9 out
of 15 clusters are visible in the cluster view in Fig. 9.
The Spikes and HeatNails views avoid overlap. One
may argue that scatter plots scales better, but in practice
the number of clusters in a result is usually small,
because a large number of clusters implies, in many
cases, a poor perfonnance of the clustering algorithm1 11.
Scatter plot visualization, on the other hand, suffers
from occlusion problems regardless of the number of
clusters. AJso, the ClustNails glyphs provide a richer
source of infonnation.
Rich er information VISA shows only the number
of records and dimensions of each cluster and maps
the similarities between clusters to distances. The
Spikes view in ClustNails extends this basic encoding
by including addjtional information about each cluster,
permitting a user to ( I) draw richer infonnation from
the result and (2) detect and understand the similarities
between clusters more easily. Specifically, the spikes
pennit one to see the detailed dimensions in each
subspace and thus to relate one cluster to another.
The linking-and-brushing technique implemented in the
Spikes view helps in highlighting the shared dimensions
among clusters.
Ordering supports comparison The ClustNails
ordering techniques place similar clusters, djmensions,
and records close to each other. These techniques permit
one to detect similarities and dissimilarities between
the clusters more easily. No ordering technique is
implemented in the current version of VISA.
Scalability The heatmap solulion implemented in
VISA is initially designed to display a limited number
of records that belong to a small subset of clusters. The
compression techniques we propose for the thumbnails
view of HeatNails can scale up to a much larger number

of records and thus is not limited to representing only
a subset of data. Subspace clustering algorithms can
produce hundreds of subspace clusters in minutes. Our
histogram views can be used to visualize this output,
they can also be ordered linearly into more rows, or even
a two-dimensional ordering heuristic can be developed
to make the technique scale.
Non-member dimensions In VISA all data values
in the unselected dimensions are colored in black;
hence the information in these segments is missing
from the visualization. This may be detrimental
to data understanding as the information contained
in those segments provides evidence of why the
cluste1ing algorithm did not select a given dimension
to characterize the cluster. The algorithm choice can be
justified if the visualization shows extreme values or has
large variances in the unselected dimensions.

4 Conclusions and Future Work
Subspace clustering addresses an important problem
in clustering muHi-dimensional data. The algorithms
successfully reduce the noise in multi-dimensional
data by showing clusters which exist only in subsets
of dimensions in the data. Visualization of subspace
clustering results is challenging. In addjtion to the
information contained in traditional clustering results,
subsets or dimensions that define dusters, and
overlap between dimensions and records needs to
be represented in an understandable and uncluttered
way. ClustNails was presented as an interactive data
analysis and visualization tool for subspace clustering
analysis. It provides several novel visualization and
ordering techniques to help analysts extract subspace
clusters from data and then analyze the results. The
system implements linked and ordered cluster-centric
(Spikes) and a record-centric (HealNails) views. We
demonstrated the effectiveness of our system design in
the nnalysis of real world data and a comparison with
existing visual subspace cluster analysis systems.
Tn future work we should extend our system to
support parameter selection, which is a difficult
problem given that each algorithm has its own
parameters and different settings may generate very
different results. We plan to develop a so called
"agreement matrix" among a set of results which
shows those parts that most results agree on. The
agreement matrix could then be used to evaluate the
quality of individual outputs and to help the analyst to
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understand the consensus made by different algorithms
and parameter settings. Another future direction is
to improve the scalability of the ClustNails system.
While we have not done a formal evaluation, we
assume scalability is restricted to dozens of clusters
and dimensions, depending on the resolution of the
given display. Some results may contain hundreds
of clusters and thousands of dimensions, for which
scalable solutions are needed.
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